
SAT PERSUASIVE ESSAY RUBRIC

To score the new SAT Essay, scorers will use this rubric, which describes characteristics shared by essays earning the
same score point in each category.

The response demonstrates a deliberate and highly effective progression of ideas both within paragraphs and
throughout the essay. Lacks variety in sentence structures; sentence structures may be repetitive. What does
the new SAT essay ask students to do? The response demonstrates a clear progression of ideas both within
paragraphs and throughout the essay. Includes a skillful introduction and conclusion. The College Board
emphasizes the quality of the passages, which are derived from topics such as arts, sciences, politics and
culture: The passages are carefully chosen to ensure that they are appropriately and consistently complex â€”
challenging enough to assess college and career readiness but not so challenging that they keep students from
responding under timed conditions. What does that mean for you? The same thing applies to the SAT essay.
Has limited variety in sentence structures; sentence structures may be repetitive. For instance, the entire
University of California system requires students to submit the essay. Will readers be able to systematically
and evenly evaluate hundreds of essays with just a few minutes per student? Students are asked to read a
passage and analyze how the author of the passage builds an argument to persuade his or her audience. Shows
a weak control of the conventions of standard written English and may contain numerous errors that
undermine the quality of writing. The response may deviate noticeably from a formal style and objective tone.
We have created a chart that compares the main features of the SAT essays: timing, score, purpose, prompt,
and product. How long do you think each reader is expected to spend on reading, assessing, and scoring the
essay? In short, all students taking the SAT should write the essay, because many colleges are recommending
or requiring students to do so. We will not have these answers for some time. Here are some examples of
schools with varying essay policies: How is the new SAT essay scored? Preliminary thoughts The educational
goods that underlie the new SAT essay are clear. Includes an effective introduction and conclusion. Why the
change? The response demonstrates some precise word choice. In their instruction and public speaking, Matt
endeavors to build transparency around college admission tests. Has variety in sentence structures. May lack a
clear central claim or controlling idea or may deviate from the claim or idea over the course of the response.
This piece was co-written by Ravi Bhatia and Matt Steiner. Score of 2 Demonstrates little or no cohesion and
limited skill in the use and control of language. The official rubric provides further insight into the criteria that
underlies these scores. On a related note, the ACT essay has undergone changes that will be implemented on
the September 12th test date. Each reader gives a score of for each of three criteria, the two scores are added,
and the student gets three essay scores ranging from , one for each criterion. If you have more questions about
the new SAT or other testing-related concerns, please contact one of our talented directors for a
complimentary consultation. The response does not have a discernible progression of ideas. While your high
school and college essays are probably read and graded by the teacher or teaching assistant, your SAT essays
are read and scored by professionals who are trained to assess the essay in terms of exactly what the SAT is
looking for in a good essay. Reading refers to how well you demonstrate understanding of the text; analysis
covers how well you examine the structure and components of it, and writing, as you might expect, assesses
your ability to write clear, correct, and cohesive prose. May lack a clear central claim or controlling idea. Will
the SAT essay serve as another index of writing ability apart from English grades and application essays? Is
cohesive and demonstrates a highly effective use and command of language. The response may lack a formal
style and objective tone. In theory, a student could demonstrate brilliant writing ability but lack substantive
analysis and comprehension of the passage.


